1. Object

This bounty is designed to expedite PhD course students in the Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology to actively participate in international academic conferences for the purpose of interaction with researchers from abroad and enhancement of their internationality through publications of their study result.

2. Eligibility for Application

This bounty will be offered to students affiliated with PhD course in the graduate school in this university who participate into any international academic conference (preferably in English) which will be held (or, was held) between April 2018 and March 2019 in order to publish being expected to be recommended by their each chief supervisor, and travel expense of that foreign tour has to be paid by student instruction expenses or donations. Moreover, this bounty is also open to candidates who have been aided (or applied for aid) by or foundations in recognition of their research publication.

However, in any of the next, you cannot apply for this bounty.

・ Research Fellowships for Young Scientists of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science
・ Dispatch of overseas society that received the furtherance by the Higher Education Department of Institute for Frontier Science Initiative in Kanazawa University
・ The foreign tour that received the furtherance by the Global Standard Leading Program, Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology in Kanazawa University
・ The foreign tour by the research expenses including expenses of infrastructure research, emphasis strategy, consignment research, collaborative research, and scientific research
・ The foreign tour by the private expense of the applicant (In this case, apply for “Study Abroad Scholarship for Graduate School’s Research Exchanges (send out)”)

3. Amount of Bounty

(1) This bounty covers only travel expenses (including accommodation fees) on condition that the upper limit is below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>¥50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other than Asia</td>
<td>¥100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

※ In the case of the foreign tour that received the aid from foundations, you are paid the difference of the travel expenses and the aid from foundations as the upper limit with the amount of money mentioned above.
(2) Eligible candidates are allowed to be granted this bounty only once during enrollment in present course.

4. Procedures to Take for Application

Please download an application format from URL below, fill it out, and submit it to Student Affairs Section along with other attached papers.

http://www.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/south/gakusei/30shinseisyo.docx

(Attached Papers)

- Document which bears out your participation into the corresponding conference as a research publisher; for instance, announcement of conference open, a photocopy of brochure with programs, or any document which shows publication form (oral or poster).
- Photocopy of published thesis or its summary
- Papers proving expenditures of travel expenses and accommodation fees; such as written estimation drawn by any travel agency, a photocopy of itinerary, receipts (of paid expenses. ※Please refer to a table below for details in the case of application after a travel.)

Attached papers to submit in the case that a candidate has already gone on a trip

| Transportation expenses | Air flight | • Any proof of your embarkation such as a flight ticket  
| | | • Receipt  
| | | • Document which shows break down of receipt sum(such as flight fees and and other expenses upon the travel )  
| | Other than air flight | • Receipt  
| | | • Document (such as brochures of package tour) which shows break down of receipt sum  
| Package tour | • Receipt  
| | • Document (such as brochures of package tour) which shows break down of receipt sum  
| Others | • A photocopy of pages in the applicant’s passport (to show his/ her name and immigration data)  

5. Deadline of Application: November 30, 2018 (Fri)
6. Flow between result notice and provision

Acceptance of candidates’ application will be under deliberation by Student Affairs Committee before decision, and result will be notified to candidate from their each supervisor afterward. Travel expenses (including accommodation fees) will be reimbursed to accepted applicants in following way.

In the case of travel by the student instruction expenses and donations, the expenses will be allotted to budget of each applicant’s supervisor.

※ The student instruction expenses and donations are possible of application, however, the research expenses including expenses of infrastructure research, emphasis strategy, consignment research, collaborative research, and scientific research are impossible of application.

7. Others

Please be sure to actively apply for bounty services provided by foundations in addition to this.

The student applying for the aid of foundation must report a result immediately.